Vietnam 1969. The war gruelled on as a glacier, despoting a rich debris of death.

America, 1969. The Wives, the Children, the Siblings---All were weeping. Their tears were as rain upon gravesites. Black armbands grimly flowered on mourner's arms like coffin-petals. Weeping. And million-voiced America cried that October 15th be declared a moratorium day to mourn war dead. Million-voiced America, half a continent, cried for one day.

Morehead, October 15, 1969. Adron Doran said "One hour."

as HE liked it

THE LIBER

ATOR

VOLUJME IV
THE STUDENT AS A "NIGGER"

The Adron Doran University Center: A means of accessibility for the students and faculty to get together around coffee and donuts for the sole purpose of the building being the students and faculty, or is the building being used to first accommodate Doran and any activities which he has planned, and second for the students and faculty. And was the name Adron Doran University Center, placed conveniently instead of Adron Doran Student Center. By being named University Center, instead of Student Center, the building can be used specifically for any use Doran intends and this use can be used to the disadvantage of the students and faculty at administrative will. And the administration certainly has a strong will.

If the building was named "Student Center", then it could be used solely for the students and faculty. This would give the students then two means of activity during the week, the first being the weekend dance, which of course is not sponsored by the university but by the students themselves and at the cost of $1.00. This would make the sole contributions to the students by the university powers, the "Student Center": But we have no "Student Center". That building would be more appropriately be called Adron Doran's Center.

Why is the third floor chained off?

Why is the third floor chained off, Adron Doran. We can understand restricting the men's room to men and the women's room to the women, but why is one-third of the building restricted to administrative desires and "say so" and that desire being to the disadvantage of the students wishing to use the extra floor. This is similar to the days when the blacks and whites had to use separate toilets. Only now the student is the "nigger," black and white.

---

WHO? WHO? WHO?

Doran is my Shepherd, I shall cry out. He maketh me unfree in this valley, HE leadeth me by the still minds, HE restoreth my sleep. Yea though I walk through the valley of the shadow of HIS buildings, I will fear no other evil, for HE is with me. His rod and his STAFF, they deter me, in the presence of mine enemies. He preparest a table before me ($1.25), and he anointeth my head with with lava, my dis gust runneth over. Surely his "concern" and oppression will stalk me all the days of my life, but I will rebel against HIS WORD forever.

---

Notation of change: Volume No. II, Page two. The faculty was elected to the University Senate and not appointed. We offer our apologies to each of those concerned.
WHAT WERE Y'ALL SAYIN', ADRON?

Of the state universities in Kentucky, Morehead's library has the fewest number of volumes and the lowest operating budget (statistics compiled for the 1968-69 school year). Why, we remember those memorable words Doc Moran had for us at last year's Honors Day Program. "If I didn't think I could get as good an education here at Morehead as I could anywhere else," says HE, "I'd be damned if I wouldn't transfer!" Need we draw the obvious conclusion? Consider these statistics: Morehead's library has 138,456 volumes; Eastern, 213,922; Murray, 158,752; Western, 218,264, and the University of Kentucky, 1,415,216.

As we have already stated, Morehead's library operating budget for the 68-69 year was the lowest of any state university in Kentucky. The figure was set at $433,177 of which only $360,274 was used. Why be stingy with library funds? What became of the unused $72,903. Why wasn't it used? Or does this money go to meet overhead expenses? Why not save in other areas, and thus devote more funds to the library budget? For instance, let's curtail the monument building until we have "built-up" the library. And, just look at that gaudy marquee, "Adron Doran University Center." That piece of HE-glorification cost someone dearly. The cost of the word "Adron" alone would have purchased several volumes; and certainly we would be better off with books than with "Adron."
Nixon considered the military draft and decided there needed to be a change. The nation has now a lottery system and a cut down military establishment. In light of this, we of the Liberator feel that to be consistent with the new Lottery System, there should in turn be a reassessment of the compulsory R.O.T.C. system at the Morehead Military Establishment.

As it now stands, each freshman "eligible" for the military are required to take R.O.T.C., for in the past each of these individuals, unless they obtained a deferment, were drafted into the army if they did not enlist. Though with the present lottery system and the decrease in numbers of the military establishment, a great number of those who have been previously drafted will now be exempt from any draft. These individuals are still required to take R.O.T.C.

The law of the land has been changed but the law of Morehead concerning compulsory ROT-C has been given no mention of change, and still students are subject to one year of compulsory ROT-C.

Is it possible that those administrators, in charge of changes at Morehead, see some virtue in teaching our freshmen males the philosophy and practical "justifications" of killing and war, or is this possibly their "Christian" duty!

KALEIDOSCOPIF TRANCES

President Doran is a politician; therefore, a regiment of students are drilling for him, because of him.

Many faculty members have conspired in bitter laughter, against the McCarthy-era paranoia of the administration. Adron hires his likeness, only his likeness.

OUR OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR

This month's outstanding educator is none other than Hubert Crawford, B.A., MSU, of the social science department, for his stimulating and often dynamic lectures. Students are urged to sit in on one of his many inspirational lectures. Oh yes, bring the required book for the course. He is well known for having his students read the assignment to him. Keep up the good work Hubert!